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1. INTRODUCTION 
At the outaet of the grant effort being reported here, the plana were for pursuing 
work in three mqjor areas: (1) Vivaldi/LTSA antenna elements (2) Microstrip Dipole and 
Patch Elements, and (3) A Demonstration system for Millimeter Wave Imaging Using an 
Array Feed. The work on Microstrip Dipole and Patch Elements waa being performed 
primarily by Profeslror David M. Pozar, and WM also supported by NASA Grant NAG-1- 
163. The flnal report for the latter grant, submitted in June 1984, summarized this entire 
effort, and we refer to that report for resulb in thin area 111. 
The remainder of the grant effort haa been concerned with tash (1) and (3) above. 
Tapered slot antennas were &st studied for use in phaaed arrays, and typically use a 
strip-lie feed and are very short in order to be useable for wideangle scanning. The term 
used for such antenna elemento b the "notch" antenna (21. There ia a different category of 
applications for which a fairly narrow beam b required, in order to efflciently illuminate 
a focussing element such aa a reflektor or  le^. Examplea of such applications include 
multi-beam (switched or shaped) antennas for satellite communications, and multi-beam 
system for imaging in connection with apace acience and remote sensing inatruments. Ta- 
pered slot antennas can be designed to have narrow beamwidtha and the h t  reported 
investigation which demonatrated the potential utility of tapered slot antennas for a num- 
ber of such applications, waa done by Gibmn [3]. Gibeon employed an exponentially 
tapered slot in the metalization on a dielectric substrate, and termed thin antenna element 
the "Vivaldi" antenna. He showed that the Vivaldi antenna can be designed such that the 
beamwidth L a p p m a d m a ~  conetaat over a fkque!ncy band of meal octavw, provided 
that the exponential opem up sufficiently rapidly. The study performed under thm grant 
has primarily d d t  with linearly tapered slot antennu (LTSA's) and conatant width slot 
antennaa (CWSA's), M Figure 1. krstead of emphaaiiing the conatant beam-width ver- 
sus frequency, we have studied how the shape, dielectric thicknm, and antenna length 
influence the beam-uhape and beam-width of more gradually tapered slot antennas than 
those of Gibson in order to make a contribution toward the underutanding of their radia- 
tion mechanism aa well aa to make available design information. We have also developed 
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design idormation for arrays of LTSA elements, and demonstrated - a prototype 94 GHz 
multi-beam system wing an LTSA array in a Cassegrain reflector. 
2. SINGLE ELEMENTS OF TAPERED SLOT ANTENNAS 
A. Ezpcrimcntal Result8 and Semi-Empirical Mud& 
A.1. Beam-Shape and Beam-Widtb 
Early studies of linearly tapered slot antennaa (LTSA’s) under this grant ahowed 
that acceptable beam-hapea could be obtained over a wide range of antenna lengths, 
i.e. about 3 to 15 free space wavelengtha. The beamwidtha were narrower than those of 
other integrated circuit antennaa, such aa microatrip dipoleu and patches, for thia range 
of antenna lengtha, and one of our aims waa to identify design methods which would lead 
to elementa which could illuminate practical reflector antennas. A typical optimum taper 
at the reflector edge is -10 dB, and it waa shown that tapered slot antennas could be 
designed with the -10 dB beamwidth down to about 25-30 degrees, corresponding to a 
value of f / D  of about 2. Problexqs were encountered with thick dielectric substrates, 
however, especially for 1- antennas. In an extreme cam, the beam would develop a null 
on d. It WM known that many of the same features, much aa the decreaaing beamwidth 
for increaaing antenna length, and the mmitivity to too much dielectric slowing, had been 
noticed in the general claw of antennas called traveling-wave mtennaa. Theae have been 
reviewed in detail by Zucker 141. The empirical atudiea ahowed that Zucker’s standard 
data for traveling-wave antenmu wem a good deuign guide for LTSA’s, provided that the 
antenna parametem were within a range, which b opecifted below: 
The opening & rhoold be clom to 11 degrees for the beamwidtha in the E- and 
H-planam to ba sppraalmatedy equal (the fact that thir ia possible is one of the moat 
notable advaatagea of tapered dot antennar), 
The width d the metalisation outaide the dot ahodd be at least 2-3 wavelengtha, 
otherwiae there is a beamwidth dependence upon th ia parameter, see section B below. 
The &active dielectric thicknem, deflned in the equation below, should be in the range 
0.008 to 0.01 waveleqtha: 
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With the effective dielectric thickness in this range, LTSA’s will give beamwidths 
generally within the l i b  for standard traveling-wave antennas, given by Zucker. 
A thicker substrate l e d  to a narrower beam-width, closer to the curve designated 
‘high gainn by Zucker. If the subatrate thicknem ia increaaed further, then the beam 
shape will generally experience fairly drastic changes. An example of the effect of 
substrate thickness ia ~hown in Figure 2 which compares beamwidth for three different 
thickneasea of Kapton with standard traveling-wave antenna data. Other examples 
are given in the publication8 (1) and (6). (Note: Rderencen cited with these brackets 
({)), are to be found in Section 5 of thia report - the itemized l i t  of all publications 
based on thin grant, other referencea are cited with a square bracket, and given in 
section 6). LTSA’s with air dielectric also work well in general, but have wider beams 
than the standard traveling-wave antennm. 
A.2. DirectMQ and Beam-EfEcfenq 
The directivity of an LTSA element generaiiy i n c r e ~ a  with  it^ length, aa shown in 
Figure 3. In many early measure!menta, the directivity fell below the range indicated by 
Zucker for standard traveling-wave antennas, or cloee to the “low4delobe” curve. This 
fsct indicata that the aide-lob leveh can be rather high. In aome CM-, the side-lobe 
level WM not m d  correctly becam the signd-t~nobe ratio was not sufficient. This 
applies specially to meamurementn at 91 Gb. Nevertheleoa, the valuea obtained for direc- 
tivity were the higheat fos any integrated circuit antenna, up to about 17 dB for the longest 
elements. Beam efaciencia at the -10 dB level were typically about 30% for antenna el+ 
menta 10 wavelen@u long, and &-SO% for nomewhat darter antenna. Both directivitiea 
and be- have rteadily improved, (u the grant effort proceeded, and more wad 
learned a b $  how to achieve low middobea. Preaent valm d t  in directivitiea up to 
20 dB, and - i  up to 7040%. Thm new data will be reported in detail in 
t h e ‘ h t  report f a  the new contract with Langley R d  Center. 
A.3. Impedmeo 
The input impedance ham been calculated baaed on conformal mapping, and agrees 
ahown in Figure 4. The impedance ia independent of frequency well with meaurementa, 
over a range of several decades. 
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B. Theoretical Results and Models 
B.l. Theoretical Approach 
A number of initial theoretical approaches gave useful but not very accurate results. 
The approach which WM subsequently wed is succesa€id in predicting beamwidths and 
central beamshapea very accurately, and sidelobeleveb and sidelobe positions with good 
accuracy (for detaib, see the Ph.D. t h a b  of R. Janaawamy, included with this report aa 
Appendix A). The parameters of antenna length, taper shape, and dielectric substrate 
permittivity and thickneaa were varied. Two different modeb were used: 
(1) For air dielectric LTSA elements, it is poasible to m a bi-h model (see Figure 5), 
which allows a TEM- mode solution for the flelda along the structure. The field 
distribution along a h i t e  length slot WM then wed for an aperture integration, which 
resulted in the far-fleld radiation pattern. The theoretical and experimental patterns 
agree well and are compared in Fignre 0. 
(2) In the second approach, used for more general shapea, and for dielectric-supported 
antennaa, the dut ion  proceeds in two stew. The geometry for the general approach, 
is illustrated in Figure 7. 
The method of analyst coprriata of two stew. In the h t  step, the tangential com- 
ponent of the electric-fleld dutribution in the tapered slot, hereafter referred to a~ the 
aperture distribution, t obtained. In the second step, far-flelds radiated by the equivalent 
magnetic current in tha dot are obtained by u a i q  an appropriate Green’s function. 
The aperture diatributim in the tapered dot ia determined by employing the usual 
travelling wave antenna amumption that the aperture distribution b governed predom- 
inantly by tha prop- modea corresponding to the non-terminated structure. The 
effect of the tmdmtion of the rtructure at ABCD can be incorporated by adding a back- 
ward travelling wave. One  recognize^ that under thaw conditiona, the problem reduces 
to hding the fleld dutribution for the caae of a tapered slot line. To accomplish this, 
the continuous taper b approximated by meam of a number of sectioarr of l i e  of uniform 
width connected end to end. This is illustrated in Fig. 7B. The dot wavelength and the 
characteristic impedance vary from section to rrection in accordance with the slot width. At 
this stage, one may use the theory of small reflections [5] to get an estimate for the overall 
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reflection coefilcient arising fiom reflectiona from each of the step junctions and from the 
termination. However, for a long travelling wave antenna, the backward travelling wave on 
the structure does not contribute much to the front lobe. Numerical studies have shown 
that the contribution due to the backward wave can be ignored whenever L 2 3X,. 
The aperture distribution for the stepped model ia found in the following manner. So- 
lution to the eigenvalue problem for a d o r m  dot line completely determines the aperture 
distribution in each parallel section (the slot electric field is determined up to a multiplica- 
tive constant and this ia of no consequence if one were interested in a uniform slot line 
alone). To accourrt for the step discontinuity, a power continuity criterion (i.e., constant 
power flow along the axia of the tapered l i e )  ia enforced at the step junction. This cri- 
terion relates the undetermined multiplicative constanta in each section, thm yielding the 
field distribution in the stepped structure corresponding to a forward travelling wave on 
the aperture. Data on the characterttic impedance of a wide uniform slot line are needed 
to enforce thm criterion. The dot waveleogth, the sbt electric deld and the characteristic 
impedance of a d o r m  wide dot line on a low permittivity mbstrate are obtained in {5}, 
and (7). 
The second ~ t e p  in the analvia in the determination of the fields radiated by the ta- 
pered dot ming the fleld dbtribution found in the h t  step. Termination of the aperture 
results in the edge ABCD in the metalisation, and currenta are induced due to edge diffrac- 
tion. Theue murt be included in the analpt. The edge induced currenta are important 
becauae the radiation pat- of a dot in an infinite ground plane (i.e., without taking 
the edge ABCD into account) haa a null in the plane of the conductor. The prospective 
Green’s fbnc tb  must be able to d i i t l y  accommodate thia important phenomenon. It is 
seen from F k ?  that the dot axten& M fst aa the edge ABCD, t h u  precluding the uae of 
far-field ray reat- theorim meh an GTD and UAT. This important near-field scatter- 
ing ia taken into account by treating the dot (u radiating in the presence of a conducting 
half‘plane (i.e.,the half-plane Green% function ia used). 
It may ala0 be noted that a aimple analpb barred on approximating the currents on 
the metalization aa flowing along wiretisimilar to a V-antas-and mbsequently using 
the free space Green’s function to h d  the far-fielda is not satisfactory. Such a model 
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incorrectly predicb a minimum in the end-fire direction as the flare angle 27 --* 0 (aa in 
a CWSA), whereas the two step procedure described above correctly predicts an end-fue 
main beam. The success of the latter is attributed mainly to the use of the half-plane 
Green’s function. 
Tai [e] has developed the exact theory of inflniteaimal slots (both-one sided and 
two sided) radiating in the presence of a conducting hd-plane . This half-plane Green’s 
function is used in coqjunction with the aperture distribution found in step one to com- 
pute the far-tlelda radiated by each uniform section. Radiation from the entire length is 
determined by adding the contributionn from all the sections. 
B.2. Interpretation of Bcmltr 
Most of the featurea of the radiation pattern of LTSA antennae, with or without 
dielectric, can be discussed in terma of the behavior of the TEM model. 
(1) Dependence of Beamwidth on Flare Angle (271. 
The beamwidth in the H-plane ia independent of the flart angle for a constant antenna 
length, L, and decreaaea with the flam angle in the E-plane, but not aa fast aa inversely 
proportional to the angle (see Figure 8). 
(2) D-=d= ce of Beamwidth on Antenna Leadh. t. 
The 3 dB beamwidth in the H-plane dependa on antenna length exactly M predicted 
for a traveling-wave antenna model, murning a phaaevelocity equal to the vacuum speed 
of light (see Figure 9). In the E-plane, a somewhat more rapid dependence on L ia seen, 
see Figure 10. 
The concluion fmm,thma data irr that the TEM LTSA anfiema behavea aa a traveling- 
wave antenna u far rn ita &plane radiation pattern ia concerned. The &plane beamwidth 
behavea aomhem in betwean that of a p u n  traveling-wave antenna and an aperture 
antenna For example, the dependence of E-plane beamwidth on normalized length, would 
be roughly invemely proportional to the angle (for omall anglea), if the beamwidth were 
determined by the size of the aperture at the edge. The beamwidth in the &plane varies 
more slowly than thia. Abo note that for constant length, the H-plane beamwidth ia 
independent of flare angle, aa expected, wherean the E-plane beam width depends on flare 
angle, but not as rapidly as predicted for an aperture antenna. 
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The general featurea of the radiation patterns for TEM antennas, which we discussed 
in the previous paragraph, are still present for dielectric-aupported antennas, with modi- 
fications which can be traced to the lower phase-velocity. The beamwidtha, beam shapes, 
and sidelobe levels generally show good agreement between experiment and theory as 
shown for an LTSA on thin dielectric in Table 1. For thin dielectrics, a correction of -2.5% 
is required to the phase velocity, compared with the theoretical value for a wide slot. For 
thick, or high dielectric constant, substrates, this correction is not needed. This is a ques- 
tion which will require some further exploration. Another so far unsolved problem is that 
of the LTSA with a &rite width strip outside the slot. Aa mentioned above in section A, 
the beamwidth dependa on this dimension. Theoretical efforta for this geometry have not 
yet been successful. 
(3) Dependence of Beamaham on Sham of the TaDered Slot 
The stepped taper model can ala0 be used for other shapes than the LTSA with good 
agreement. In Figtuer 11 through 13, we show calculated b-hapes for CWSA, LTSA 
and Vivaldi elementa of the 8- length and on the s a m e  substrate. Note the lowering of 
the sidelobe level in the H-plane, aa the shape becomes more gradually tapered, in going 
from the CWSA through the LTSA to the Vivaldi. 
3. A PROTOTYPE IMAGING SYSTEM USING A SEVEN EL- 
EMENT LTSA ARRAY 
Much of the interat in tapered slot radiating elemeafr ir connected with the ability 
to construct in-, -t arrap. In order to clearb demonatrate the feaaibility 
of such armye ia .p actual operating ay~tem, we have investigated rather thoroughly 
va (Or GHs) prototype men-beam ayatem, uaing a onefwt diameter a- 
Caaaegrah dector anhum The array thur waa deeigned to match the optic8 of this 
reflector, which waa a atandard design often wed in millimeter wave applications and 
commercially available. The sub-reflector is seen under an angle of 30 degrees from the 
final focua, which t located a 8 1 d l  distance in h n t  of the main dish. The arrangement 
is illustrated in Figure 14. A seven-element array as shown in Figure 15 waa developed. 
. .  
The h t  step in the development waa to design a single element which had the desired 
beamwidth of about 30 degreea in both mdor planea at the -10 dB level. Modeling at X- 
band frequencieu showed that an LTSA on a thin dielectric (6 mil Duroid was used) would 
match these specifications if it had an electrical length of about 10 wavelengths. Since 
6 mil is the thinnest Duroid available, it WM necessary to choose a different dielectric 
material for 94 GHz. One mil Kapton turned out to result in an element at this frequency 
which has a symmetric beam see Figure 16. By chooeing a length which does not strictly 
scale with the frequency-ratio, we were thua able to meet our specifications. This element 
WM demonstrated at the presentation our group gave at NASA Langley Research Center 
in September, 1982. 
An LTSA array with an element spacing of about 2.5 wavelengths WM fist teated by 
,deling at X-band, and it waa quickly found that the individual beaxxu of the elementa 
m thb array were very similar to that of a single element. The same applieo to arrays on 
Kapton, used at 94 GHt. The men element array WM meamred in the Cassegrain antenna 
in a teat range, r h m  achematically in Figure 17. The length of the range WM 50 meters, 
and the data should therdore be representative of far-field data to a good accuracy. A 
Gunn millator source WM used am the transmitter, and the detected signals from diodes 
soldered at the narrow end of each LTSA were memured M the dish  canned the source in 
either the E-plane or the H-plane. Reprementative a c a ~  are rhown in Figure 18. Elements 
off the axia show expecbd phenomena nu& M a coma ridelobe, but all element poaitiom 
in the array produce beamm which are very well weable. Thia optem WM demonstrated at 
the site visit NASA Langley personnel in September, 1983. Subsequent measurements 
explored even mmdk waration between the dementa of the array than the original 7.9 
LIM, Le. b a d  3; mm, rapetirely. Element patternr (Le. without the diah) with a 5 mm 
spacing show n u  of the E-plane pattern and a widening of the H-plane pattern. 
Deapite the changed b-hap, the s p k e r  bearra-ef8ciency is actually slightly better 
than for the 7.9 nun spacing (35 venw Sl%). The beam-pacing, however, is almost 
the same in the two arrays, i.e. somewhat 1- than a beamwidth, with a corresponding 
cross--over level for adjacent be- of about -2 dB. The seven-beam Cassegrain system 
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was described in a paper given at the Eighth IEEE International Conference on Infrared 
and Millimeter Waves in 1983 (15). 
More recently, a similar array consisting of 25 (5 x 5) CWSA elements, was used in a 
onefoot diameter primefocw paraboloid at 31 GHz. Thin system had a smaller f / D  of 
1.0, and showed a higher beam efflciency of about 65%. The beam spacing achieved waa 
about one beamwidth. This system haa been reported at the SPIE Conference on Submil- 
limeter Spectroscopy in Canna, France, in Dec. 1985, aa well aa at the Tenth International 
Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Waveu, also in December, 1985 {16,17}. 
It U very important for the practical utiliiation of LTSA arrays to note that the 
closest spacing between circular waveguidea wed'in the same system is 14 mm, with a 
beam spacing of about two beamwidth. This is one of the most intereating propertiea of 
the LTSA array. There are other way8 to illwtrata the uniquenem of the LTSA array in 
this respect. We have for example used a plot fiom a paper by Rahmat-Samii et al [7] 
to compare LTSA elemenb with other elementa such aa the CWSA elements mentioned 
above, rectangular and circular waveguidea, a pyramidal horn, and the cigar antenna. If 
one approximatea the beam pattern of theae elementa with a (coa 0)q shape and plots the 
value of q an a function of the array spacing, d, normalized with respect to wavelength, then 
one obtains a plot such as shown in Figure 19. The *value for the LTSA array is more 
than a factor of 2 higher than for any other element at the spacing where we measured 
it. One notes that the cigar antenna, which haa the higheat g of the other elements, also 
makes we of a traveling wave radiation proceaa. 
In termr of another paramekr, we can akro investigate the propertiea of the LTSA 
array aa used in multi-beam aptem by bding  how c l d y  it approaches the smalled 
diffraction-limited rcsolution, am givem by the following atp-ion, if the radiation sampled 
is incoherent: 
TI = @/2) * f# 
Here, f# is the f-number of the optica wed and io equal to 1.9 in our prototype system. 
At a wavelength of 3.19 mm, then, we tlnd that 2'1 = 3.0mm. We can slso estimate that 
this spacing corresponds to about 0.42 beam-widths of the system, in agreement with 
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the sometimen quoted requirement to ample twice per beamwidth in order to achieve 
diffraction-limited resolution. The minimum beam spacing achieved in our prototype 
system is 0.5' with a measured 3 dB beamwidth (average between E- and H-planes) of 
0.7O. The beam spacing is thus close to 0.7 of a beamwidth, or a little less than a factor 
of two times the diffraction-limited resolution spacing. 
In view of the high packing density which has been demonstrated for LTSA arrays, 
it has been of interest to study the inter-element coupling. We mentioned above that 
the beam-ahapea of individual elemenb were af€ected by coupling in the 5 mm spacing 
array but not the 7.9 mm spacing array. Recently, we have explored this further in a 3 
mm spacing array. This extremely densely packed array yields beams which tend toward 
omni-directional if more than one substrate is uaed. For the one substrate case, however, 
a main beam resulb, which hss somewhat lower beam efaciency (15-20%), than for the 
larger spacinp. ALso, for a substrate with three elemenb, one h d a  that the directions of 
the individual beam have beea shifted quite noticeably. While for 5 and 7.9 mm spacing 
arrays, one cannot detect any changea in the radiation pattern of a particular element with 
the other elexnenb are either shorted or left open-circuited, quite large effects are seen for 
the 3 mm spacing array. Figures 20 and 2 1  show some examples of this effect. It is clear 
that such reaulb can yield information which gives cluea to the theoretical model for LTSA 
arrays, which remaim to be explored in detail. 
4. REVIEW OF INTEGRATED LTSA WITH RECEIVER EL- 
EMENTS RESULTS 
We have obtained and ptabliihed some preliminary reaulb on a mixer design which is 
suitable for integration with tapered dot antennm { 18). Thio mixer design wss tested both 
in a 4-10 GEa model, and (slightly modded) at 94 GHs. The 94 GHa mixer utilized the 
same Hewlett-Packard beam-lead diodee which we used aa detector diodea in the LTSA 
arrays. These diodea are the most rugged which we have found, and generally survive well 
on the flexible kapton substrata. The 4-10 GHa version of thin mixer has less than 6 dB 
conversion loso over an octave bandwidth. It usen a slot-ring in a balanced configuration, 
and requires the LO to be fed through a separate port. 
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A different design for a mixer which may be integrated with an LTSA antenna element 
is shown in Figure 22. This mixer was tested at 38 GHz with the same HP beam-lead 
diodes, and haa less than 10 dB conversion loss. In this case, both signal and LO are 
coupled through the same port, which is convenient in many casea. One should note that 
the HP diodes are intended for use up to 18 GHz, and that consequently the conversion 
loss at 38 GHz is expected to be somewhat high. 
Further work on mixers has emphauized theoretical modeling, using a computer pro- 
gram originated by Dr. A. Kerr and others at the Goddard Institute for Space Studies, 
New York, N.Y. The program waa expanded to take into account the effect of excess noise 
in Schottky-barrier diodea for the &st time. Calculated result8 agree qualitatively with 
measured results on millimeter wave mixers, see {2}, {Q}, and (20, 21). This work was 
partially supported on the grant. 
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8. TABLE 
TABLE 11 
PATTERN COMPARISON FOR er = 2.22 LTSA 
~~- 
3 dB Beamwidth ( ") 10 dB Beamwidth ( ") Fimt SLL (dB) 
Theory Measured'- Theory M d  Theory Measured 
E-plane 39.8 38.3 61.0 57.0 -12.4 -11.5 
H-plane 33.7 28.0 50.5 44.4 -10.0 . -8.8 
d/Ae = 0.017, L/Ae = 4.2.27 = 10° 
